
5 Love Languages 
Module 7 – Growing in Love 
 

Dr. Chapman comments that most couples enter marriage through the ‘in 
love’ experience.  This is a feeling and there are several factors involved: 

• Biochemical/hormonal 
• It fills our emotional needs – and there may be social components too 
• This can create pleasant feelings that Chapman calls the ‘tingles’ 
• At its peak, the ‘in love experience’ is euphoric 

 

He goes on to note that the ‘in love’ experience is usually accompanied by 
irrational thinking.  There are three common dangers: 

1. It gives us an illusion that we have an intimate relationship 
2. It blinds us to our differences 
3. It leads to faulty conclusions: 

o Our beloved is perfect 
o We will make each other supremely happy/can’t live without 

each other 
o We won’t fight or have problems other couples have 
o This ‘love’ will last forever 

 

Studies show the ‘in-love’ (or infatuation) period lasts roughly 2 years.  
Eventually, reality sets in.  Here are common traits: 

• Our information was ‘faulty’.  We should have known the in love 
‘obsession’ couldn’t last forever.  If it did, nothing would get done in 
society!   

• We start to notice and get irritated by flaws we previously overlooked 
• We return to our egocentric (selfish) tendencies.  Neither we nor our 

spouse are as altruistic as we thought. 
o We begin to ‘assert ourselves’ (and needs) as individuals 
o Our emotions were mingled together during infatuation, but 

usually our minds have not ‘melded together’.  We never had a 
plan to handle our differences or resolve conflict. 



This leads to ‘falling out of love’ – separation; isolation; loss of intimacy.  
Here are things that frequently happen: 

• When couples come down off their high, they begin to see their 
differences. 

• This usually does not happen to both people at the same time 
• Unresolved conflicts, because there was never a plan how to handle 

this, leads to building walls 
• This often results in withdrawal or frequent fighting 
• Love feelings begin to vanish 
• We find fault with spouse and start blame shifting 

What happens next?  Marriages generally heads in one of three directions 

1. Couples may remain ‘together’ but more in a state of ‘miserable 
existence’, not the intimate union that God intended 

2. Couples feel they chose wrong so they ‘jump ship’ in one form or 
another – affairs, separation, divorce. 

o Divorce rates of second and third marriages are even worse 
o “The greatest potential for happiness in your marriage is with 

the person to whom you’re now married.” 
3. Couples can begin the hard work of learning to love each other 

without the euphoria of the in-love obsession.  Move towards “Real 
Love”. 

o Begin by tearing down the walls 
o Learn your spouse’s love language and start speaking it  

Dr. Chapman discusses the transition from “In Love to “Real Love” 
• Begins by recognizing the in-love experience for what it was – a 

temporary emotional/biochemical high 
• Once it’s run the course, we are now free to pursue ‘real love’. 

o It unites emotion and reason, but is not obsessional in nature 
o It requires effort and discipline - and recognizes the need for 

personal growth 
� Our basic need is not to fall in love but to be genuinely 

loved by another, to know a love that grows out of reason 
and choice, not instinct 

� It is the choice to expend energy to benefit the other 
person 



• The In-Love experience is often the introduction to marriage, but the 
key ingredient to sustain marriage is a rational, volitional love.  It is 
intentional. 

o That is good news for couples who have lost their ‘in-love’ 
feelings.  If love is a choice, we have the capacity to love after 
the obsession has died and reality set in 

o Real love begins with an attitude.  It says, “I am married to you 
and I choose to look out for your interests.” 

• Some may contend ‘real love’ lacks the excitement or pizzazz, but “if 
we can learn to meet each other’s deep, emotional need to feel loved 
and choose to do so, then the love we share will be exciting beyond 
anything we ever felt when we were infatuated.” 
 

Final Thoughts 

• In the study guide and the last chapter of the book, Dr. Chapman 
makes a reference at the very end to the fact that the ability to love 
“may require us to draw upon our spiritual resources”.  He recants his 
personal marital struggles and said it led him to ‘rediscover God’.   

o He became a ‘true believer’ 
o He notes that through this, he has the spiritual energy to love, 

even when it is not reciprocated 
o This is reminiscent of what he said at the end of the Physical 

Touch (Module #6) about having “The Attitude of Christ” 
• During the course of our study, we have periodically gone beyond the 

Love Language material by digging deeper into marriage. 
o We discussed the importance of a God-centered marriage.  

Indeed, several biblical scholars view strong Christian 
marriages as a reflection of God’s glory.  No, it’s never perfect – 
but it can be compelling enough to draw others to Christ. 

o Everyone is flawed… sinners married to sinners.  If we rely on 
only each other for our well-being (and happiness?), we will be 
disappointed.  We need an unfailing source... we need God! 

 

 



o Your personal journey with God should be your primary focus - 
far more than working on your marriage.  But the beauty is if 
you do so, and especially if you are also blessed with a spouse 
who does likewise, the Lord will undoubtedly bless your 
marriage more than you imagined. 

o As part of our journey, we are called to ‘die to our sins’.  The 
biggest of these is selfishness.  And while we will never be 
perfect at avoiding this, our commitment to act more Christ-like 
to everyone – especially our spouse who is our closest human 
relative – will lead to a stronger, more fruitful and fulfilling 
marriage 

o When we are emotionally and spiritually satisfied, we are free 
and empowered to reach beyond our marriages and do so 
much more.  “We were made for more than each other!” 

 


